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Abstract—Employing representations generated by large-scale
training in a transfer-learning setting achieves state-of-the-art
anomaly segmentation results when applied to the visual in-
spection task. Current approaches, however, focus exclusively
on features of pre-trained classification networks, which are
known to posess lower spatial resolution than segmentation or
object detection networks. In our work, we investigate whether
features extracted from pre-trained segmentation networks can
be used to further improve anomaly segmentation performance
in the transfer-learning setting. To this end, we apply state-
of-the-art transfer-learning methods to encoder-decoder based
segmentation networks. Results show that the encoders of pre-
trained segmentation networks yield improved anomaly segmen-
tation performance compared to their pre-trained classification
counterparts. However, no consistent improvements can be ob-
served yet regarding the decoders of the pre-trained segmentation
networks. Together, this demonstrates that pre-trained segmen-
tation networks can be used to further improve transfer-learned
anomaly segmentation performance and that additional research
is required to fully unleash their potential.

Index Terms—Anomaly Segmentation, Transfer Learning,
Probability Density Estimation, Gaussian Density Estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual inspection is a fundamental aspect of quality control
and tries to identify defects in products. Visual inspection is
traditionally performed by human experts. However, even at
peak performance, experts are only capable of detecting 60-
80% of the defects [1], but account for at least 10% of total
labor costs associated to fabrication processes [2].

Therefore, machine-learning based solutions have been de-
veloped. However, since defective data is costly and cumber-
some to acquire for visual inspection tasks, anomaly detection
algorithms are commonly applied here [3]. Anomaly detection
tries to identify data instances that deviate from a previously
learned concept of normality [4]. In the context of computer
vision, anomaly segmentation is then tasked with identifying
the image substructures that render an image as anomalous. By
framing defect-free images as the normal state and defects as
anomalies, it becomes clear that anomaly detection algorithms
are well suited for the automation of visual inspection tasks,
where defect-free images are readily available and access to
defective images is limited [3], [5].

Current state-of-the-art anomaly detection & segmentation
methods employ features yielded by training classification
networks on large-scale datasets such as ImageNet [6] in
a transfer-learning setting [7]–[12]. They are based either
on feature regression via knowledge distillation [8], try to
estimate the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the under-
lying normal data distribution [7], [10], [12] or use distance
measures such as Euclidean distance to either pre-defined
points [11] or in k-NN schemes [9]. While state-of-the-art
anomaly detection results are achieved by pre-trained classifi-
cation networks due to their ability to produce features of high
semantic abstractness, they are also known to yield features
with low spatial resolution [13], [14]. Therefore, fine details
are commonly missing in the resulting anomaly segmentation
heatmaps (refer also Fig. 1).

As an alternative, we propose to take advantage of features
yielded by pre-training segmentation networks. We argue that,
since these networks also need to segment the objects rather
than just denote their presence, their learned representations
should inherently posess higher spatial resolution compared to
classification networks [13], [14].

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate
whether pre-trained segmentation networks can be used to
realize anomaly segmentation in the transfer-learning setting.
To this end, we use features extracted from a pre-trained, state-
of-the-art, encoder-decoder type segmentation network [15]
in combination with PDF estimation methods. We show that
better segmentation results are achieved for the segmentation
network’s encoder compared to its classification counterpart,
setting a new state-of-the-art on the public MVTec anomaly
detection dataset [5]. However, we also find that the decoder’s
features, which possess both high spatial resolution as well as
semantic abstractness, are less sensitive to anomalies than the
encoder’s features (refer Fig. 1). Based on these results, we
give possible directions for future research.

II. METHODS

We specify both the pre-trained segmentation network as well
as the way its features are used for transfer-learning anomaly
segmentation in the following.
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A. Pre-trained Segmentation Network Selection

We base our choice of segmentation network on the finding
that better ImageNet classification correlates with stronger
transfer-learning performance [16]. It can thus be assumed
that network architectures with better ImageNet classification
results yield more universally applicable representations. We
argue that this may also apply to segmentation networks, i.e.
that stronger performance at large-scale semantic segmentation
tasks correlates with higher suitability for transfer learning,
but note that this assumption has not yet been explicitly
confirmed. We thus make use of the semantic segmentation
network proposed in [15], which currently achieves state-
of-the-art segmentation performance on the PASCAL VOC
dataset [17]. The segmentation network proposed in [15] is
an encoder-decoder type network which first learns abstract,
semantic representations and subsequently upsamples them to
image-level resolution [13]. It uses an EfficientNet-B7 [18] for
the encoder and a NAS-FPN [19] for the decoder.

B. Transfer-learning Anomaly Segmentation

We construct anomaly segmentation methods from the net-
work proposed in [15] by modeling the PDF of the normal (i.e.
defect-free) data distribution directly in the feature represen-
tations. The reason for this is that PDF-modeling approaches
are lightweight in nature, omitting fine-tuning of the network
weights on a per-dataset basis, and simultaneously yield state-
of-the-art results on MVTec when applied to classification
networks [7], [10], [12]. Specifically, we model the distribution
by means of Gaussian Density Estimation (GDE), as proposed
in [7] and adapted by [10] to the anomaly segmentation task.
While the Gaussian assumption may seem overly simplistic, it
is based on the ties between deep generative and discriminative
modeling unveiled in [20] and has already shown strong per-
formance when applied to anomaly detection in the transfer-
learning setting [7]. As opposed to [10], we do not perform
GDE per location, but instead follow [21] by estimating a tied
covariance matrix Σ across all locations, allowing for location-
specific information by estimating the per-location mean µ.
This vastly reduces the memory demand of the method while
maintaining high segmentation performance. Furthermore, we
estimate Σ by means of shrinkage as proposed in [7] and
do not apply any feature reduction techniques. We use the
Mahalanobis distance [22] between the test embeddings and
the estimated Gaussians as anomaly score.

We investigate two ways to achieve anomaly segmentation
from the architecture proposed in [15]: (I) by leveraging fea-
tures from the encoder as well as (II) by leaveraging features
from the decoder. For the encoder, we apply GDE to features
extracted from the endpoints 2-5 of the EfficientNet-B7 as
denoted in [15], [18]. We upsample the resulting anomaly
score maps individually to input-size resolution using bilinear
interpolation, and give their unweighted summation as the final
anomaly score per pixel. We therefore omit the joint modeling
of features across different stages as proposed in [10] to further
reduce the memory demand of our model.

For the decoder, we apply GDE to features extracted from
the NAS-FPN after the learned upsampling but prior to the
last 3x3 convolutions (denoted as “fpn features” inside the
code). Preliminary experiments showed that features extracted
directly prior to the class logit mapping yielded worse perfor-
mance, and we argue this to be due to the features’ increasing
task specificity. We also resize the resulting anomaly score
map to input-image resolution, again using bilinear interpola-
tion.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We perform two distinct experiments to investigate whether
pre-trained segmentation networks can be applied to anomaly
segmentation in the transfer-learning setting: First, we com-
pare the segmentation performance of the network’s encoder
and decoder features vs. the segmentation performance of the
EfficientNet-B7 encoder when trained on ImageNet classifica-
tion. Second, we compare with other state-of-the-art methods
on MVTec.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Details

For both experiments, we make use of the MVTec anomaly
detection dataset [3], [5]. It consists of 15 industrial prod-
uct categories in total, out of which 5 are textures and 10
are objects. We use the training split of each category to
parametrize our proposed anomaly segmentation model and
evaluate its performance using the test splits. To further
increase the reproducibility of our work, we use pre-trained
weights provided online1. Images are resized to input size of
640 pixels for all experiments.

To fully assess the overall segmentation capability of our
approach, we compute and compare the pixel-wise Area Under
the Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (AUROC) [23].
AUROC specifies an algorithm’s overall segmentation perfor-
mance, neglecting the task of setting the working point. We
also evaluate the normalized Per Region Overlap (PRO) curve
up to 30% FPR as proposed by [8]. Compared to AUROC,
PRO more accurately describes an anomaly segmentation
algorithm’s ability to detect small anomalies. For both metrics,
we report the mean ± Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)
aggregated over all MVTec categories.

B. Segmentation vs. Classification Network Features

Assessing results in Table I, the following observations can
be made:

First, the features of an encoder trained for semantic
segmentation outperform those of the identical encoder net-
work trained on classification (97.2% ± 0.6% AUROC
and 92.5% ± 1.6% PRO vs. 96.5% ± 0.7% AUROC and
90.7% ± 1.7% PRO). This is especially the case for small
anomalies, as a large gain in PRO is achieved. Second, it can
be seen that the segmentation network decoder’s features per-
form worse than the segmentation network encoder’s features.

1https://github.com/lukemelas/EfficientNet-PyTorch/ for the classification
network and https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/tree/master/models/official/
detection/projects/self training for the segmentation network.

https://github.com/lukemelas/EfficientNet-PyTorch/
https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/tree/master/models/official/detection/projects/self_training
https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/tree/master/models/official/detection/projects/self_training


TABLE I
SUITABILITY OF CLASSIFICATION VS. SEGMENTATION NETWORK
FEATURES WHEN APPLIED TO ANOMALY SEGMENTATION IN THE

TRANSFER-LEARNING SETTING

Classification Segmentation
Features Encoder Encoder Decoder

ROC PRO ROC PRO ROC PRO

Te
xt

ur
es

Carpet 97.9 94.9 98.9 96.7 94.3 86.0
Grid 96.2 86.0 98.2 92.6 81.5 63.2
Leather 98.4 97.6 98.7 97.5 84.0 77.0
Tile 94.2 85.5 95.0 89.5 86.8 72.0
Wood 92.9 90.2 94.7 92.7 77.0 62.6

O
bj

ec
ts

Bottle 96.9 92.8 97.8 94.3 83.7 56.3
Cable 95.3 84.3 95.7 85.7 82.7 44.5
Capsule 98.8 95.0 99.0 94.7 93.9 65.0
Hazelnut 98.7 95.5 99.0 95.4 92.0 52.4
Metal Nut 95.8 92.5 95.7 92.7 93.8 53.5
Pill 98.5 97.4 97.8 96.7 82.7 29.9
Screw 98.2 92.5 99.2 96.1 91.6 72.6
Toothbrush 98.9 91.9 99.2 92.7 95.4 58.5
Transistor 88.8 72.4 90.4 73.8 91.5 61.9
Zipper 97.8 92.4 98.5 95.7 88.8 64.5

Mean 96.5 90.7 97.2 92.5 87.9 61.3
SEM 0.7 1.7 0.6 1.6 1.0 3.5

This is especially the case for the detection of small anomalies,
as denoted by lower PRO values (cf. Table I).

We investigate the reasons for this next by qualitatively
assessing the segmentation heatmaps yielded by both features
from the encoder and features from the decoder.

Here, results show that the reason behind the vastly lower
PRO lies in the fact that the “fpn features” extracted from the
decoder are less sensitive to anomalies (cf. Fig. 1). However,
for those anomalies that they do detect, they tend to yield seg-
mentation heatmaps of higher spatial resolution compared to
the corresponding heatmaps yielded by the encoder’s features
(cf. Fig. 1).

C. Comparison with State of the Art on MVTec

The results obtained for comparing the best-performing
method, i.e. extracting segmentation heatmaps from a segmen-
tation network’s encoder, to the state of the art on MVTec are
shown in Table II.

Here, it can be seen that our approach is competitive to prior
state of the art, setting a new state of the art with respect
to average PRO at 92.5% across all MVTec categories (cf.
Table II). At the same time, our approach has much less
memory demand than PaDiM. Furthermore, with an input
resolution of 640 pixels, our approach achieves the highest
resolution reported so far.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have successfully constructed an anomaly segmentation
method based on a pre-trained semantic segmentation net-
work of encoder-decoder type for the first time. Our re-
sults showed that, compared to its classification counterpart,
stronger anomaly segmentation results are achieved for the
segmentation network’s encoder (Table I). This finding is

(a) category tile.

(b) category carpet.

Fig. 1. Effect of feature-extraction level on segmentation results. We show
representative segmentation heatmaps yielded by applying our method to
both encoder and decoder features of a pre-trained EfficientNet-B7-NAS-FPN.
Input image, ground truth segmentation mask, segmentation heatmaps yielded
by decoder and encoder features respectively are shown f.l.t.r. Heatmaps are
scaled in the way that the value range across all test images of a category is
mapped to [0, 255] and visualized as grayscale images.

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART FOR ANOMALY SEGMENTATION.

WE REPORT MEAN AND SEM AUROC AS WELL AS PRO ACROSS
MVTEC CATEGORIES, HIGHLIGHTING THE BEST VALUES IN BOLD.
AUROC VALUES REPORTED FOR US WERE SOURCED FROM [24]

AUROC PRO

Approach Mean ↑ SEM ↓ Mean ↑ SEM ↓

CAVGA-Ru [25] 89.0 — — —
RIAD [24] 94.2 1.3 — —
VAE-Attention [26] 86.1 2.3 — —
US [8] 93.9 1.6 91.4 2.0
SPADE [9] 96.0 0.9 91.7 1.4
PaDiM [10] 97.5 0.4 92.1 1.1
Patch SVDD [27] 95.7 0.6 — —
FCDD [11] 92.0 — — —
Ours 97.2 0.6 92.5 1.6

in agreement with [14], where higher spatial resolution is
reported for object detection backbones/encoders compared to
their classification counterparts. Furthermore, when compared
to prior state of the art, our approach achieves a new state of
the art with respect to average PRO, while being competitive
in the other evaluation metrics. Simultaneously, it has a much
lower memory demand when compared to the competing
PaDiM method. This reduced memory demand is caused by
the following two facts: First, we omit the joint GDE modeling



across features extracted form different stages of the encoder.
Second, we tie Σ across locations, as opposed to estimating
one full Gaussian per location.

However, our work also has several limitations. While we
strive to achieve anomaly segmentation with high spatial
acuity, we could not leverage the learned combination of
features with both high spatial resolution as well as semantic
abstractness as encoded in the “fpn features”. Qualitative
assessments revealed that the resulting anomaly segmentation
model in fact loses its sensitivity to some anomalies while
yielding segmentation heatmaps with high spatial acuitiy for
those that are detected. One possible reason for this could be
that the learned upsampling by the segmentation network’s
decoder is itself already highly task-specific. In this case,
feature combinations that are discriminative in the transfer-
learning anomaly segmentation setting, but unimportant for the
original task, would most likely be discarded during upsam-
pling. As an alternative, we therefore plan to apply the GDE
framework to other segmentation network architectures that
maintain high-spatial resolution while learning semantically
more abstract representations, e.g. [13]. Additionally, we plan
to investigate ways to combine features from the segmentation
network’s encoder with those from the decoder, e.g. by means
of modeling their joint PDF as proposed in [10], but note that
this will increase the complexity of the approach.

V. CONCLUSION

In our work, we constructed an anomaly segmentation network
from a pre-trained semantic segmentation network via transfer
learning for the first time. Our preliminary results revealed
that, for encoder-decoder based segmentation networks, fea-
tures from the pre-trained segmentation network’s encoder out-
perform their classification counterparts. Furthermore, results
revealed that the decoder’s features yield anomaly segmenta-
tion heatmaps with high spatial resolution but worse sensitivity
compared to the encoder’s features, giving room for further
research and improvement.
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